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The quickest way to get to our office

SSF Ingenieure AG
Graf-Adolf-Straße 61
40210 Düsseldorf | T +49 (0)211 / 20 54 10 - 60 

B 51.218783°, L 6.785924°

By car

From Düsseldorf Airport: 
Take A44 in direction to Mönchengladbach. Take the Autobahn 
exit D-Stockum and turn left on B8 in direction to Düsseldorf 
centre. Slow down in the left lane after approx. 2 km, continue 
on Danziger Straße/Kennedydamm B1 and turn left into 
Fischerstraße after approx. 1.5 km. Continue straight on 
Fischerstraße, crossing Kaiserstraße, Hofgartenstraße, the “Kö-
Bogen“ Tunnel and Berliner Allee until you reach Graf-Adolf-
Straße. Turn left here and drive to building No. 61.

Coming from the direction of Krefeld (A57): 
At the Autobahn junction Kaarst take A52 in direction to 
Düsseldorf. Then follow B7, slow down on the right and drive 
through the “Rhein-Ufer-Tunnel“. Continue across the 
“Rheinkniebrücke“, slow down at the end and take the right 
road. Follow the road to the left. Your destination will be found 
after approx. 1 km on the right side.

Coming from the direction of Cologne (A57-A46): 
At the Autobahn junction Neuss-Süd take A46 in direction to 
Düssel-dorf-Süd until you reach Exit D-Bilk. Take that exit, stay in 
the left lane and follow the signs that read “Südring“ on 
Münchner Straße in direction to D-Bilk/Zentrum. Turn right 
twice, once onto Südring/B326 and then onto Kopernikusstraße/
B326. Follow the road for approx. 1.7 km. Turn left onto 
Oberbilker Allee, then – after 200 m – right onto Hüttenstraße 
and after another 700 m again right onto Pionierstraße. Your 
destination will be found after 350 m when you reach the 
intersection with 
Graf-Adolf-Straße.

Coming from the direction of Essen (A52): 
At the Autobahn junction D-Nord take A44 in direction to the 
Düsseldorf Airport until you reach Exit D-Stockum. See above for 
the rest of the route.

Our office is located on the 2nd floor in building No. 61, 
Graf-Adolf-Straße / Pionierstraße.
Due to its steeple and brick façade the building is easy to find.

By public transportation

Starting point Düsseldorf Airport (Airport Terminal): 
Take S11 in direction to Düsseldorf Hauptbahnhof (main train 
station). 

Starting point Hauptbahnhof (main train station): 
You reach the office after a 5-minute walk.

Parking facilities
Parkhaus Charlottenstraße 50 (parking garage)



Düsseldorf Hauptbahnhof
(main train station)

approx. 5-minute walk

Tram 708/709
Stresemannplatz

Parkhaus 
Charlottenstraße 50
(parking garage)
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